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Abstract. The Radon transform, which enables one to reconstruct a function

of N variables from the knowledge of its integrals over all hyperplanes of di-

mension N - 1 , has been extended to Schwartz distributions by several people

including Gelfand, Graev, and Vilenkin, who extended it to tempered distribu-

tions.

In this paper we extend the Radon transform to a space of Boehmians.

Boehmians are defined as sequences of convolution quotients and include

Schwartz distributions and regular Mikusinski operators.

Our extension of the Radon transform includes generalized functions of

infinite order with compact support. The technique used in this paper is based

on algebraic properties of the Radon transform and its convolution structure

rather than on their analytic properties. Our results do not contain nor are

contained in those obtained by Gelfand et al.

1. Introduction

The Radon transform, which was defined and studied by Radon [11] in 1917,

has emerged in the last two decades as one of the most important mathematical
tools in various fields of applications in physics, engineering, astronomy, and
medicine. The applications of the Radon transform are numerous; however,

the most widely known is probably its application in medical imaging, where it

plays an essential role in the field of Computerized Axial Tomography or Com-

puterized Assisted Tomography, commonly known to the public as CAT scans.

The importance of the Radon transform and its inverse lies in the fact that they

solve the following reconstruction problem: construct a function f(x, y) given

that its integrals over all straight lines are known; or more generally, construct a

function fi(xx,... , Xn) given that its integrals over all hyperplanes of dimen-

sion N-l are known. To see how this simply stated reconstruction problem

plays a central role in a wide range of applications, we refer the reader to [2,

Chapter 1] for an excellent exposition.

Although in most applications the function / is assumed to have compact

support, in theory it is usually assumed to be in the Schwartz space S"(RN)

(N > 2) of infinitely differentiable rapidly decreasing functions. The extension
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of the Radon transform to generalized functions has been studied by many peo-

ple [5, 6], including Gelfand, Graev, and Vilenkin [4], who used the method

of the adjoint transform to define the Radon transform of a tempered distri-

bution F, i.e., F eS"'. Denote by SN~X the unit sphere in RN and by I.N

the generalized cylinder R x SN~X . We recall that if f e S"(RN), then its

Radon transform fi(p, %), where (p, £) is a point on 2ZN , has the following

properties:

(1) fi{P > £) is an even homogeneous function of degree -1, i.e., f(ap, a%)

= fi(p,S)/\a\, a^O.
(2) fi(p, 4) is infinitely differentiable with respect to £ and with respect

to p for £ / 0.
(3) f(p, £) and all its derivatives with respect to p and £ are of order

o(l/\p\k) as \p\ -* oo forall k and uniformly in £.

(4) For any nonnegative integer k, the integral JR fi(p, £)pk dp is a poly-

nomial in £, homogeneous of degree k .

Let y/(p,S) = dN-xf(p,$)/dpN-x, where / satisfies (l)-(4). Provided
with an appropriate topology, the linear space of all such xp's becomes a testing-

function space and will be denoted by S\ [4, 14]. Thus, according to Gelfand,

Graev, and Vilenkin, the Radon transform F of a tempered distribution F is

defined as a continuous linear functional on J*f given by

(F,f) = CN(F, xp),

where Cn is a constant depending only on the dimension N. The space of all

continuous linear functionals on S^ is denoted J^'.

The theory of distributions and generalized functions as developed by

Schwartz [13], Gelfand and Shilov [3], and later by Zemanian [14], regards

generalized functions as elements of the dual space of some space of testing

functions. Following a different approach to generalized functions, Mikusihski

[7] developed his theory of the Mikusiriski operators in which a generalized

function is regarded as an equivalence class of convolution quotients. Later,

extending an idea of regular operators introduced by Boehme [1], J. Mikusiriski

and P. Mikusiriski [8] constructed a larger class of mathematical objects, com-

monly known as Boehmians, which embraces regular operators, Schwartz distri-

butions, and other spaces of generalized functions [10]. A Boehmian is defined

as an equivalence class of "quotients of sequences."

The aim of this paper is to extend the Radon transform to a subclass of

Boehmians, called integrable Boehmians. Our approach is different from that

used by Helgason [5] and by Gelfand, Graev, and Vilenkin [4], and our results

neither contain nor are contained in theirs.

2. Boehmians

Let G be a complex linear space and let H he a subspace of G. Let <g> be

a binary operation from G x H into G such that the following conditions are

satisfied:

(2.1) If cj>, xp e H, then 4>® xp e H and </> <g> xp = xp ® 4>.

(2.2) If f eG and cf>,xp e H, then (/ ® 0) ® xp = fi ® (<t> <g> xp).
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(2.3) If /, g e G, <f>e H, and AeC,then (/'+ g)®4> = f®4> + g®4> and
X(f®</>) = (Xf®<t>).

Let A be a family of sequences of elements of H such that

(2.4) If fieG, {$„} eA,and /®</>„ = 0 forall «eN,then f = 0.
(2.5) If {</>„}, {xpn}£ A, then {</>„ ® xpn} e A.

A pair of sequences (fi„ , <p„) is called a quotient of sequences and is denoted

by (fin)l(<t>n) if fine G for n = 1, 2, ... , {</>„} e A and f„ ® <t>m = fm ® <t>n
for all m,neN. Two quotients of sequences (fn)/(c/>n), and (gn)/(Vn) are

equivalent if fn ® Wn = gn ® <t>n for every « e N. The equivalence class

of (fn)l(4>n) will be denoted by [fn/<j>n] ■ The space of equivalence classes of

quotients of sequences will be denoted by 93 (C7, H, ®, A) and its elements will

be called Boehmians.
Addition and multiplication by scalars are defined in 93 (C7, H, ®, A) as

l{finl<t>n] = Wnl4>n\,

[fn/<t>n] + [gn/Vn] = [(fn ®Wn + gn ® </>n)/</>n ® Vn]-

Then 93(C7, H, ®, A) is a vector space. The mapping / h-> [/® 4>n/cbn] is

an isomorphism of C7 with a subspace of 93 ((?, H, ®, A). It is convenient to

treat C7 as a subspace of 93(C7, H, ®, A).
If F = [/„/>„] G <B(C7, H, ®, A) and f* = [^/^] G 93(//, H, ®, A), then

we can define F ® F' as

F®F' = [f„®fJy/„®tl)n].

It is easy to see that F ® F' e 93(G, H, ®, A) and that it is an extension of ®

from G ® H onto 93 (C7, H, ®, A) x <B(//, //, ®, A). Using the identification
of H with a subspace of 93(H, H, ®, A) we can write

[fn/(j>n] ®W = [fn® V/<t>n]

and, in particular, [/„/>„] ® 0„ = /„ .
If 07 is equipped with a notion of convergence, then we can define a conver-

gence in 93 . We say that a sequence of Boehmians {Fn} is A-convergent to a

Boehmian F, and we write A-lim„_00ir„ = F if there exists {Sn} e A such

that (F„ - F) ® d„ e G for every « e N and the sequence {(Fn - F) ® Sn}

converges to zero in G. It can be proved that, under certain conditions, 93

equipped with A-convergence is a complete quasi-normed space (see [9]).

In this paper we are going to use four different spaces of Boehmians.

By ^'(R^) we denote the space of complex-valued Lebesgue integrable

functions on RN and by ^(R^) the space of complex-valued infinitely dif-

ferentiable functions with compact support. If / e ^'(R^) and cj> e 3>(RN),

then by f*g we mean the convolution product of / and 4>, i.e.,

(/*0)(y)= /   f(x)4>(y-x)dx,
Jrn

where x - (xx, ... , jc/v) e RN and dx — dxx ■ ■ ■ dxN .

For cf) e 2(RN), define s(cf>) to be the radius of the smallest closed ball at

the origin that contains the support of 4>, i.e.,

s(tf)) = inf{e > 0: supp^ c/?t)
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where ||x|| = ||(jc, , ... , xN)\\ = (xf + --- + x2N)x'2 and BE = {xeRN: \\x\\ < s}.

A sequence of real-valued functions 8X, S2, ■ ■■ e 2(RN) is called a delta

sequence if

(2.6) fRN 8„(x) dx = 1 for every «eN,

(2.7) /RW |<5„(x)| dx < M for some M > 0 and all n e N,
(2.8) s(d„) ->0 as n -* oo .

The collection of all delta sequences will be denoted by Aq . It is easy to
check that, for G = Sfx(RN), H = 3f(RN), ® = *, and A = Aq , conditions
(2.1)—(2.5) are satisfied. The corresponding space of Boehmians will be denoted

by 93^, i.e.,
<B^ = %(Sfx(RN),3f(RN),*,Ao).

Elements of 93^ are called integrable Boehmians.
By ^(R^) we denote the space of complex-valued infinitely differentiable

rapidly decreasing functions on R^ . More precisely, an infinitely differentiable

function / on R* is in S"(RN) if and only if

(2.9) H/IU = sup sup(l + ||x||2ndlQl//.3xQ| < oo,
|a|<mxeRw

where a = (ax, ... , a#), \a\ — ax + ■ ■ ■ + ajv , and

dW/dxa = dM/(dx°1 ■■■dxtf).

Now, for G = H = S"(RN), ® = *, and A = A0, conditions (2.1)-(2.5) are
satisfied. The corresponding space of Boehmians will be denoted by 93,^, i.e.,

93^ = 93(^(R"),^(R"),*,A0).

Elements of 93^ are called rapidly decreasing Boehmians.

Note that 93^ c 93^. Moreover, every Boehmian F e 93^ has a repre-

sentation [fn/<t>n] such that /„ € ^""(R*) forall n e N; ^""(R*) denotes

the space of infinitely differentiable functions. Indeed, if F = [gn/xpn\ is any

representation and {8n} e Ao, then the representation F = [gn * 8„/xpn * 8„]

has the desired property. Using such a representation we can define derivatives

of a Boehmian F by
a^F _ ra'a'/B /  "

dxa ~ [ dxa j ™ '

The defined operation has the usual properties and agrees with the usual differ-

entiation if F corresponds to a differentiable function.

Now we are going to define two spaces of Boehmians on I,N . Let fi and g

he functions on If. By / © g we denote the convolution of / and g with

respect to p, i.e.,

{f®g)(p,Z)= If(tA)g(p-t,i)dt.
Jr

Thus, if / © g exists, it is a function on ZN .
Let Sf(I,N) denote the space of all complex-valued functions f(p,£) on I.N

such that /(•, £) is Lebesgue integrable for almost all £ e SN~X . Let 3t(J.N) he

the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on LN with compact support.

Let Aj; denote the family of all sequences (f)i, tf>2, ... e 2>CLN) such that

(2.10)   JR cf>„(p ,{)dp=l for every { e SN~' and n e N,
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(2.11) supfe5w-i /R \<j>„(p, £)\dp < M for some M > 0 and all «eN,
(2.12) sup^e5w-i s((j>„(-, <J?)) -» 0 as n -+ oo.

It is easy to check that Ax satisfies conditions (2.4) and (2.5).
Let

®*m = <B(Sf{lN), &(!"), ®,AZ)

and

93^(I) = 93(^(1"), 2 (if),©, Az),

where S*(If) denote the space of all complex-valued infinitely differentiable
functions fi on Yf such that

nk

(2.13) ||/||i,m=   sup   supsup(l+/>2r -z-zflp.t) <oc.

Elements of &&rz) and ^^(i.) are called integrable Boehmians and rapidly

decreasing Boehmians on YN, respectively.

If the convergence in S*(RN) is defined by the seminorms in (2.9), then

93^ = <&(5"(RN), ̂ (R*), *, A0) with A-convergence is a complete quasi-
normed space. Moreover, addition, multiplication by scalars, and convolu-

tion with functions from 21 (Sf) are continuous operations. Similarly, if the

convergence in S"(Yf) is defined by the seminorms in (2.13), then 93^(j;) =

<S(Sf(YN), 3(If), ©, As) is a complete quasi-normed space.

3. The Radon transform

The Radon transform / or 32fi of a function of two variables fi(x, y) is
defined by

(3.1) f = 3?f = j fi(x,y)ds

whenever the integral exists, where L runs over all possible straight lines in

the xy-plane and ds is an increment of length along L. To be more precise,

for a fixed straight line L, the integral (3.1) is called a "slice" or a "sample"

of the Radon transform and the totality of all these samples constitutes the

Radon transform of /. Since the equation of any straight line in the jcy-plane

can be written in the form p = x cos cf) + y sin <p = x • £, where x = (x, y),

£ = (coscj), sin(/>), and 0 < q> < 2n, it is not hard to see [2] that (3.1) can be
put in the form

(3.2) f(p,S)= f fi(x)8(p-x-i)dx,

where dx = dx dy and 8 is the Dirac delta distribution.

It is easy to see that if / is integrable over R2 then f(p, £) exists for almost
all p and £.

The last form of the Radon transform enables us to extend it to higher dimen-

sions as follows. Let £ denote a unit vector in R^ . Then, since the equation
of any hyperplane in R^ can be written in the form p = x • £, we define the

A/-dimensional Radon transform of a function of N variables fi(x) as

(3.3) fi(P,$) = (3?f)(p,$)= [  fi(x)8(p-x-$)dx.
JR»
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Since £ can be regarded as a point on the generalized sphere SN~X, / can be

viewed as a function defined on the generalized cylinder I^^lx SN~X. For

more details on the Radon transform we refer the reader to [2, 4, 5].

The following properties of the Radon transform are easy to establish:

(3.4) f(ap, ag) = f(p, £)/\a\ for any real a ^ 0.

(3.5) 3?(fi(Ax)) = | detB\f(p, BT$) where B = A~x.

(3.6) 3£(f(x + a)) = f(p+4:a^).
(3.7) f(p, £) = §Rf(coi)e2mcop dco, where / denotes the Fourier transform

of fi:

/(y)= / f(x)e-2™-y dx.
Jr"

It is proven in [2, Chapter 5] that the original function / can be recovered

from its Radon transform according to the formulas

(2^0    J\z\=\      J-oo P-C-x

if A/ is even and

(3.9) /(x) = _5L¥rr^|(|.)""/K-x,0«

when N is odd, where dfi$ • x, %)/dp = [dfip, Z)/dp]p=i.x . Therefore, we

can talk about the inverse Radon transform 3$~x. Thus 3$~xfi = f.

4. The Radon transform of integrable
and rapidly decreasing Boehmians

In this section we define the Radon transform of an integrable Boehmian and
discuss some of its properties. First we need some additional properties of the

Radon transform.

Lemma 1. If {</>„(x)} € A0, then {(j>„(p, £)} £ Aj;.

Proof. It is easy to see from (3.2) that cj)„(p, <?) = 0 if p > s(<fin). Hence, for

every £ e SN~X, s(<j>n(-, £)) < s(<f>n) -* 0. From (3.2) we have

(4.1) 4>n(P,£) =   I <t>n(*)ds,
Jp=x-i

where ds is the unit surface area on the hyperplane p = x • £ . Thus, for every
£eSN~x,

(4.2) /k{p,£)dp = [ f      ct)n(x)dsdp= I   <l>n(x)dx=L
Jr Jr Jp=\-( Jrn

Similarly,

(4.3) f\k(P,£)\dp< [ f      \cpn(x)\dsdp= f   \4)n(x)\dx<M.
Jr Jr Jp=x'{ JR"

From (4.2) and (4.3) it follows that

/        / 4>niP,£)dpd£ =AN-\
J\\$\\=x Jr
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and

/        f\Up,£)\dpd£<MAN_x
J\\i\\=i Jr

where AN-X is the surface area of SN~X. It also follows from (4.3) that if f(x)

is integrable over R^ , then f(p, £) is integrable for every £ e SN~X ; that is,

if fie Lx(RN) then /(•, £) e Lx(R).   □

The following property of the Radon transform is essential to our work [2,

p. 95]: If / and g are integrable functions on R^, then

(4.4) ifi*g)v=fi®g.

Lemma 2. If F = [fn/4>n] e 93^., then [fi„/M e 93^(Z).

Proof. From Lemma 1 we know that for every £ e SN~X, {(pn(',£)} is a delta

sequence. Moreover, by (4.4), /„ © </>m = (/„ *<f>my = ifim * 0„)v = fm © 4>„ .   D

The above lemma justifies

Definition 1. The Radon transform 31F = F of a Boehmian F = [fn/<t>n] £

93^ is the Boehmian F = [f„/cj>n] G 93^(I).

As mentioned in §2, ^(R^) can be identified with a subspace of 93^ and

S*(Yf) with a subspace of 93^(Z). Let J^: ^(R^) -> 93^ be defined by

SAf) = [(f*Sn)/S„] where {8n} e A0. Similarly, let J£: S"(LN) -» 93^(Z)
be defined by Jrf.fi) = [(/'© <Pn)I'<l>n\ where {</)„} e Az. We have the following
simple, but important theorem.

Theorem 1. JfcSF = 9L7&.

In other words, the following diagram commutes:

&       -%     93^

S"(1N)    4    93^(Z)

Proof. Let fi e S^ and {8n} e Ao, and let </>„ = 8n . Then {</>„} e Az by
Lemma 1 and

jy%(f) = Ji(f)= £
<̂Pn

= '/©Al = rt/**,n =m r/^,1 = «^(/). □
8„ l       8n        i l    °n     .

Theorem 2. The Radon transform 3?: 93^ —» 93z « sequentially continuous,

i.e., if A-lim„_>00F„ = F *« 93^, f/zen A-lim„^0O^'(F„) = 31(F) in 93z.

Proo/". Let A- lim,,-,^ F„ = F in 93^. Then there exists a delta sequence

{8n} e A0 such that lim„^0O(FI - F) * 8„ = 0 in ^(R^). Since the Radon
transform is continuous, which follows from (3.7), we have

lim 31 ((Fn - F) * 8„) = lim (F„ - F) © 8„ = 0.
n—*oo n—too

Since {<5„} e Az, the above means that A-limn^oc3?(F„) = 31(F) in 93z .   a
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Gelfand, Graev, and Vilenkin defined the Radon transform for tempered dis-

tributions on R^ . A tempered distribution / e S"(RN) is a rapidly decreasing
Boehmian if and only if fi*(f> e S*(RN) for every tp e 2(RN). More precisely,

if / e ^'(R") and f*<pe SP(RN) for every cp e S"(RN), then / can be
identified with [(/ * 8n)/8„] e 93j* , where {8n} e A0 . It is easy to show that

this identification is independent of the choice of a particular delta sequence

{8„}eA0.
On the other hand, the Radon transform of a tempered distribution / such

that f*tpeSp(RN) for every cp e 2(RN) can be identified with [f®8„/8„],

where {8„} e Aq and / © 8„ = (f * 8„Y. Again, it is easy to show that

this identification is independent of the choice of a particular delta sequence

{8n} e A0. Since

(fi*8ny®8m = ((f*8n)*sm)y = ({f*6m)*5ny = {f*8my®K

and (f*8n)y e S"(YN), it follows that [(/* 8n)v/8n] e 93^(Z). Moreover,

Theorem 1 remains true, i.e., the following diagram commutes:

SP'    ->     93^

SP[   -»   93^(Z)

where the horizontal arrows denote the above described imbeddings. The result

follows directly from the given definitions.

Clearly, there are tempered distributions which are not rapidly decreasing

Boehmians. On the other hand, there are rapidly decreasing Boehmians which

are not distributions. We now give an example of such a Boehmian.
Let F = [fin/8„] he a rapidly decreasing Boehmian. If fn e 2 for all n e N,

then F is called a Boehmian with compact support. (The notion of support can

be defined for Boehmians and it can be proved that F = [fn/8n] has compact

support if and only if fin e 2 for all n e N, see [9].) We will construct a

Boehmian with compact support of infinite order. Obviously, such a Boehmian

is not a distribution. Our construction is a modification of the example given

by Boehme in [1].
From the Denjoy-Carleman theorem it follows that there exists xp e 2(R)

such that / xp = 1 and

\y/W(t)\<AB"(2n)\    for all / e R.

Define <p(x) = xp(xx) ■ ■ ■ xp(xN), 4>„(x) = nN4>(nx), and

^d^A^/dxl
■>«w - 2^     {3k)x     ■

k=0 v      '

Then F = [fin/4>n] is a Boehmian with compact support, thus a rapidly decreas-

ing Boehmian. To calculate the Radon transform of F we use

Lemma 3. Let q>n(x) = nN (j>(nx) for some function cf> with compact support such

that /RN 4>(x) dx = 1. Then

(4.5) 3?(4>n(x)) = n4>(np,£)
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and

(46) 3*A   dW(t>"{x)   )    ■„"-■*'(**■     ^)al*'^»g)

(4-6)        v^f'-.-^w a^'   '
Proo/. By (3.5) we have for A — nl, 0(mx) = n~N<p(p, £/n). Hence, by (3.4),

3Z(cpn(x)) = nN3?(<P(nx)) = 4>(p, £/n) = 4>(np/n, £/n) = nfcnp, £).

Then we prove (4.6) for \k\ = 1 = kx.

dcp(nx)     ,.    0(njci + e, «jc2 , ... , nxN) - cp(nxx, nx2, ... , nxN)
—-= hm-

,. _, ojci        s-»o e

= ,•    <P{u\ +e,u2, ... ,uN)- 4>ju\ ,u2, ... ,uN)

«^o e

where u, = «x,, / = 1, ... , JV. Since x • £ = p , we have u • £ = q = np .

Therefore, by taking the Radon transform of both sides of (4.7) and using (3.6)
with a = (e, 0, ... , 0), we obtain

m (d<PJnx)\ = ljm 4>(q + e£x, £) - cb(q,£) =    84>(q,£) = £x d^(np,£)
V   dxx   )     £-o e '     dq       ' n       dp

Thus, by repeated application of the above, we obtain (4.6).   D

Now we can find the Radon transform of F :

<An(x)

= 'Y:T=o[nN-k£kx(dkldpk)4>(np, £)/(3k)\]

n4>(np,£)

The inversion formulae for the Radon transform of rapidly decreasing func-

tions given in §3 can be easily generalized to Radon transforms of rapidly de-

creasing Boehmians. Let F e 93^(Z) be the Radon transform of a rapidly de-

creasing Boehmian F, i.e., F = [fi„/8n] for some fin e SP(RN) and {8„} e Ao .
Then

&-\F) =3t-x[fin/8n\ = [3l-x(fn)/3i-x(8n)] = [fin/8n] = F.
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